Adding detail to skin in Poser
Introduction
This is a tutorial for Poser users, which explains how to get more bump and shine in your
skin in Poser. We'll be using a HDRI light to show your skin off to good effect.
Resources used:
•

Poser Pro 2012

•

Michael 4

•

William MAT files from RDNA

•

HDR file. There are some great freebies here you can download. I'm using the
Tropical Ruins files in this tutorial, along with the HDRVFX 'Pond' HDR file that
ships with Poser.

•

1002 Nights set from Daz

Method
1. Go into Poser and load up your chosen character model.
2. Apply your chosen MATs / Morphs. Choose a MAT that has a bump map included.
3. Set up your lights. Load up a standard HDR light from your library – I've used a
light set that comes with Poser Pro (HDRVFX light – Pond)
4. Go into your render settings (Render menu > Settings) and ensure you have 'use
displacement maps' ticked.
•

This is the initial render.

•

Let's get some better lighting.

5. First, change the HDRI map to your selected file by going into the Material room
and clicking on the Advanced tab
6. Select lights from the selection dropdown
7. Find your HDR light
8. Click on the texture name in the lighting material node

9. Browse for the HDR file you want to use

10. Click Open, then do some test renders (I usually do a ton of these). Save your light
setting to your library when you're happy with it so you can use it again
11. Next, we'll edit the character's skin to give it more bump and shine. Make sure
you've chosen a skin with a bump map!
12. Choose 'skinface' to start off with. When you're happy with the settings you pick,
you can apply them to other parts of your figure later.
13. In the material room, click on the 'Simple' settings for the skinface

14. Click 'displacement', and change the value to around 0.002. You can adjust this to
suit your own taste
15. In Render > Render Settings, ensure you have ticked the option for 'Use
Displacement maps
16. Click render

•

We're seeing a slight improvement, but this can be made better by changing the
specular values of the skin

17. Go back into the material room and change the specular values.

18. Change 'specular color' to something other than black, and change the highlight
size to a low value (e.g. 0.2)

19. Click render

•

This time it's a bit greasy! But from this you can see that with a little tweaking,
you're going to get some bumpy skin with a bit of shine!

20. Adjust the skin settings.
• This uses a light grey in the specular highlight colour node
• Specular value 0.5
• Highlight size 0.05

•

OK, time to give it a full-on render!

21. Change your render settings to decent quality, paying attention to the settings I've
highlighted with red dots below

22. Render away!
•

Here's one I made earlier:

Larger view of the above available here.
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